Derek Nexus - Achieving High Accuracy with High Coverage

The recently published paper ‘Evaluation of the Global Performance of Eight in silico Skin Sensitization Models Using Human Data’, available at this website, evaluates the accuracy of eight in silico skin sensitization models against two human data sets: one data set highly curated and reviewed by experts, taken from the literature (Basketter et al. 2014) and one screening level data set compiled from the Hazardous Substances Data Bank (HSDB).

Lhasa’s expert, knowledge-based toxicology software Derek Nexus performs very well for both Basketter and HSDB data sets, combining high coverage (98% and 90% respectively) with high accuracy (86% and 70% respectively) when using base settings.

When comparing all the models against the Basketter data set, all models predict skin sensitization hazard fairly well (>60% accuracy) when using their optimal sensitization model settings (see paper for more information). However, when the coverage is also taken into account the overall accuracy for each model tends to drop significantly. Due to Derek’s high coverage (90%) the accuracy of its predictions remains high at 77% (Figure 1).
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For more information visit our website, or get in touch with a friendly member of our team.